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CHALLENGE

Not many people outside of the creative 

world know about Etsy and the 

opportunities it can offer.



TARGET AUDIENCE



TARGET AUDIENCE



ONE THING

Dreams are accessible 

through Etsy.



CREATIVE EXPLORATION

I Quit.

Find your freedom at etsy.com/#ImAQuitter



RECOMMENDATION



Jail Tour 0:30

Opens on a typical business building titled “The 

corporate world.”

Cuts to inside the building where a tour is taking place. 

(Inside building looks like a jail.)

Tour Guide (TG): Welcome to The Corporate World.

Showing different cells with different types of workers in 

each.

TG: Cells can be extremely competitive to get.

Phones are ringing in the background/shuffling of papers. 

Chaos.

TG: Some even require 2-3 years of previous cell 

experience to be offered a cell.

TG: We release the inmates at 5 pm each day but 

require them to be back in their cells by 8am the next 

day.



Each worker looks extremely bored doing unfulfilling tasks.

TG: Don’t worry we pay for their Dr. appointments, so 

it’s worth it.

As the tour comes to an end the tour guide points to an 

empty cell.

TG: Jim,

Camera zooms in on a college student (Jim) on the tour.

TG: if you want there is an open cell here for you to 

take.

Jim looks at the cell with fear.

Jim: Oh, that is okay.

Camera shows Jim bolt towards the door with Etsy written 

over it.

The door opens to a bright white light. (signifying freedom)

Voiceover: Find your freedom today at 

Etsy.com/#IQuit.



The Promotion 0:30

Opens on a business meeting taking place between a 

boss and his employee both wearing suits.

Boss: I wanted to call you in today to offer you a 

promotion. Your numbers are outstanding. Just last 

week you alone made $5,000 more than the rest of 

our branch combined.

Camera shows employee doodling on a notepad.

Employee looks up from the notepad.

Employee: My numbers are better.

Boss: Yes.

Employee: I quit.

Gets up and starts walking towards the door.

Boss: What?

Employee: My Etsy numbers are better.

Camera shows the Boss confused and upset.



Camera shows Employee walking out of 

the building.

The employee has changed into his 

casual clothes and holding his suit in a 

garment bag.

On the way out he sees a line of interns 

waiting for an interview and hands his 

suit to one of the interns.

Employee: Here. You‘ll figure it out 

one day.

Voiceover: Exchange the suit for 

something you love.

Last scene: Find your freedom at 

Etsy.com/#IQuit.







SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN





THANK YOU


